Decorating
Mini Roller Kit

Mini roller kit containing a 250mm (10in)
long roller frame and two 100mm (4in)
medium pile rollers for use with gloss or
emulsion paints. Ideal for painting small
areas or in awkward places.

Paint Rollers

Mini Roller Refills

These refills are for use with mini rollers and radiator rollers.
Supplied in packs of two or ten which can be resealed for storage.
FOAM for use with
gloss and emulsion
paints for a fine finish
on smooth surfaces.

MEDIUM PILE for use with
emulsion paints on smooth
and semi smooth (such as
anaglypta wallpaper) surfaces.
TYPE

FAIRMINIKIT
£2.69 Ex VAT
£3.23 Inc VAT

Radiator Roller Kit

Radiator roller kit containing a 530mm
(21in) roller frame and two 100mm (4in)
medium pile rollers for use with gloss
and emulsion paints. Ideal for painting
behind radiators, pipes
and other awkward
places.

100mm

2

£2.99

£3.59

FAIRMINI10F

MINI ROLLER FOAM

100mm

10

£9.87

£11.84

FAIRMINI2M

MINI ROLLER MEDIUM PILE

100mm

2

£2.25

£2.70

FAIRMINI10M

MINI ROLLER MEDIUM PILE

100mm

10

£8.72

£10.46

Decorators Roller Refills

These woven pile rollers offer the best paint holding properties and reduce
any pile shedding to an absolute minimum.

LINT FREE FOR A
SUPERIOR FINISH
Available in two sizes:
228 x 38mm core
228 x 43mm core

MOPILE Short pile roller for use with gloss and
solid emulsion paints on smooth surfaces.
WOVEN MEDIUM Medium pile roller for use
with emulsion paints on smooth surfaces.
WOVEN LONG Long pile rollers for use with
emulsion paints on textured and rough surfaces.

FAIRWMOB112

MOPILE SHORT PILE

FAIRWMED112

WOVEN MEDIUM PILE

FAIRWLONG112 WOVEN LONG PILE

Masonry Roller
Refill Single Arm

230mm (9in) high quality polyamide
padded woven roller. To fit the masonry
roller frame FAIRFRAMEMAS.
See page 209.

FAIRMOPILE

MOPILE SHORT PILE

FAIRWMED

WOVEN MEDIUM PILE

FAIRWLONG

WOVEN LONG PILE
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SIZE

Ex VAT Inc VAT

228 x 38mm (9 x 11⁄2in)

£3.17

£3.80

228 x 38mm (9 x 11⁄2 in)

£2.66

£3.19

£2.91

£3.49

£3.36

£4.03

£2.69

£3.23

£3.00

£3.60

228 x 38mm (9 x 11⁄2 in)
228 x 43mm (9 x 13⁄4in)
228 x 43mm (9 x 13⁄4in)
228 x 43mm (9 x 13⁄4in)

Masonry Roller Sleeve
Double Arm Refill

A high quality polyamide padded woven roller for use with emulsion or masonry
paints on rough, semi-rough and uneven surfaces. It is ideal for brickwork,
rendered masonry and other textured coatings. To fit the professional masonry
roller frame FAIRFDARM. See page 209.

Size: 300mm

FAIRMAS230
£6.33 Ex VAT £7.60 Inc VAT

QTY Ex VAT Inc VAT

MINI ROLLER FOAM

TYPE

FAIRRADKIT
£2.99 Ex VAT
£3.59 Inc VAT

SIZE

FAIRMINI2F

FAIRMAS300
£6.44 Ex VAT
£7.73 Inc VAT

